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Quilty Spiral Hat
by Sarah Chapman
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SIZES

Adult Medium: 19” circumference (unstretched), 7.5” depth

MATERIALS

Manos del Uruguay ALEGRIA GRANDE (75% superwash 
merino, 25% polyamide; approx. 197 yds/100 g): 
1 sk each MC and CC1.

Manos del Uruguay ALEGRIA GRANDE BOCADOS (75% 
superwash merino, 25% polyamide; approx. 49 yds/25 g): 
1 sk of CC2.

Shown in AG2685 Eggplant (MC), AG9023 Quilt (CC1), and 
AGB2394 Teal (CC2).

US 6/4 mm 16” circular ndl
US 7/4.5mm 16” circular ndl and dpns, or size to obtain gauge
12 ring markers and one ring marker in a unique color
Tapestr y needle

GAUGE

5 st = 1” in St st with larger ndl

NOTES

This hat is spiral knit. The beginning of the round will shift, 
as 3 sts are slipped to reach the next color. Spiral knitting is 
used to create a seamless color transition.

ABBREVIATIONS

BOR: beginning of round
CC: contrast color
CO: cast on
k: knit
k2tog: knit 2 sts together (1 st decreased)
m: marker
MC: main color
p: pur l
pm: place marker
rem: remain(ing)
rep: repeat
rnd(s): round(s)
sm: slip marker
st(s): stitch(es)
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INSTRUCTIONS

With MC and smaller needle, CO 96 sts. Join in the round, 
being careful not to twist stitches. Place BOR m. 

Work 1x1 rib for 10 rnds.

Switch to larger circular needles. K 1 rnd.

Join CC1 and k until 3 st before end of previous MC rnd (this 
will be 3 sts before the BOR m). Slip these 3 st pur lwise with 
yarn in back. Do not remove BOR m.

Rnd 1: K in MC, until 3 sts before end of CC1 rnd. Slip these 
3 sts with yarn in back. 
Rnd 2: K in CC1, until 3 sts before end of MC rnd. Slip these 
3 sts with yarn in back.

Repeat Rnds 1 and 2 until work measures 4” from CO edge, 
ending 3 sts before MC join. Cut MC. Slip these 3 sts and 
join CC2. Begin spiral knitting with CC2 and CC1 until work 
measures 6” from CO edge at BOR m. 

Shape Crown

Note: continue spiral knitting sequence as established. Use 
BOR m as star t and end point for each rnd, knitting or 
decreasing in whatever color is the working yarn at the time. 
Rnd 1: *K8, pm; rep from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 2: *K to 2 sts before m, k2tog, sm; rep from * to end of 
round. (84 sts)
Rnd 3, 5, 7, and 9: Knit.
Rnd 4: *K to 2 sts before m, k2tog, sm; rep from * to end of 
round. (72 sts)
Rnd 6: *K to 2 sts before m, k2tog, sm; rep from * to end of 
round. (60 sts)
Rnd 8: *K to 2 sts before m, k2tog, sm; rep from * to end of 
round. (48 sts)
Rnd 10: *K to 2 sts before m, k2tog, sm; rep from * to end of 
round. (36 sts)
Rnd 11: *K to 2 sts before m, k2tog, sm; rep from * to end of 
round. (24 sts)
Rnd 12: K2tog around. (12 sts)

Cut both yarns, leaving 12” tail on working yarn. Draw 
through rem sts, pull tight, and fasten off.

FINISHING

Weave in ends. Steam-block gently to measurements.


